CORNER RECORD (SEARCH)

Tract or Survey No.

T. 45 R. 8 W. D. 3 E. County Tillamook

Merid. Will. N. F. State OR

Index File No. N-13 (Ref. FSM 7151.4)

CORNER DIAGRAM

Describe corner monument found GLO 1884 set 16x8x5 stone
9" Alder 58°W 42 Lks
6" Alder 53°E 58 Lks
3½" Alder N 30°E 71 Lks
6" Alder NB 2°45'W 89 Lks

Describe bearing trees or other official accessories found

Found 26" Alder 53½°E 383 with healed witness
Face & rotten top

Found 31" Alder N 30°E 715 with healed witness
Face

Found stone 13x8x5 with 3 grooves on S&E sides

PHOTO IDENTIFICATION DATA

Photo No.

Filed At.

Object Ident. Ident. By

PLANE COORDINATE POSITION D.

Signature

Zone

Coordinate System

Signatures

Title

Division

Headquarters

Date

7100-52-3 (58)

Established By

Agency

CORNER RECORD (PERPETUATION)

MONUMENT: Describe new monument set, or work done to preserve existing monument

Put "DO NOT DISTURB" sign in ground alongside stone.

Accessories: Describe new B.T.'s witness objects etc. established, or work done to preserve existing evidence

New B.T.'s
21" Alder 547°E 58½ FT Scribed TAS RBWS 22 BT
27" Alder 551°W 30½ FT Scribed TAS RBWS 21 BT

Distances are to side center var 210

Leonard Whitmore, Tillamook County Deputy Surveyor 2-9-77
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